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GALLERY:
SOCIALS

Top Left Plant a Seed
Top Right Hiking
Middle Left Game Night
Middle Right Scavenger Hunt
Bottom Left White Elephant
Bottom Right Bonfire
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GALLERY:
HEALTH FAIRS

ROSEMEAD FITNESS DAY
AND HF

GOLDEN FUTURE SENIOR EXPO HF

ALHAMBRA LUNAR NEW YEAR
FESTIVAL HF

MANDARIN BAPTIST CHURCH OF LA
HF

HERITAGE OF ALOHA FESTIVAL HF
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APA HEALTH CARE
OVERVIEW

ANGUS TSUI

ELAINE ZHENG

The mission of APA Health CARE is to:
1. Promote Collaboration with existing
health care providers and social
services
2. Improve Access to health care for
Asian and Pacific Islander
communities
3. Provide Resources for our
communities
4. Increase health Education in
communities across the Greater Los
Angeles Area.

President: Angus Tsui
Secretary: Elaine Zheng

APA Health CARE was delighted to resume
our in-person operations after nearly two
years of conducting our activities virtually
due to the pandemic. We were able to
reconnect with our longstanding
community collaborators as well as
establish new relationships in organizing
health fairs. Through offering free health
screenings at events such as the Alhambra
Lunar New Year Festival and the Rosemead
Fitness Day and Health Fair, our members
were able to meet community members
from diverse backgrounds and serve them
by connecting them to health care services,
presenting information on preventative
health screenings, and providing free
hygiene kits, all while learning from our
clients’ stories as well.
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Officers: Evan Wang, Iris Kang
Members: Abraham Jeong, Anne Iwata, Emily Lin,
Jeremy Pandji, Joyce Ito, Julia Cheng, Linh Vo,
Tammy Lu, Yijia Chen
The role of the Client Relations committee is to extend
our impact beyond our screening visit by following up
with clients by phone. Through maintaining contact with
clients, we can help them to keep with recommendations,
obtain clinical services and access food/financial
resources during COVID-19 and beyond. In the future,
client relations will seek more platforms to establish
communication with clients and schedule calls with
clients better.

EVAN WANG

CLIENT
RELATIONS

IRIS KANG
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CLIENT RELATIONS:

HIGHLIGHTS

MEMBER SPOTLIGHTS

Calling Clients

This year we were ready to relaunch Client
Relations back into calling clients from health
fairs Although we only had a few health fairs
our clients were still happy to hear from us
when we contacted them again after one
month to see how they were doing In total
we called all 89 clients from the Rosemead
and Alhambra Lunar New Year Festival health
fairs It was a little challenging getting back
into the swing of things after a year of calling
during the pandemic as the subject of our
calls switched away from COVID 19 resources
but this group came together and made it
work
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Texting Script

Another highlight of our year is the creation
of a texting script and protocol that was
piloted to a small group of clients at the end
of spring The goal of this project is to
collaborate with clients to schedule calls at
times that work best for them and to give
clients a reminder of APA s mission before
they receive a call from our clients The
initial responses to our project are positive
and we re excited to potentially bring this to
all of our clients next year
.

BETHIA KWOK
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Yijia and Bethia have gone above and beyond for
the committee Not only have they been super
engaged and proactive with their committee tasks
but they ve also done amazing work as part of their
intern rotation It is always a pleasure working with
them and their dedication to Client Relations
deserves to be recognized
.
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FINANCE &
LOGISTICS
JASMINE
ZHANG

Officers: Jasmine Zhang and
Nicholas Tien

NICHOLAS
TIEN

Members: Ashley Tran, Cindy
Truong, Jeana Shin, Kiku
Shirakata

The Finance and Logistics committee is in charge of
planning and coordinating with other committees to fund
APA wide events and committee specific needs including
health fair supplies and office supplies Our committee
helps plan transportation and logistics for health fairs
which includes registering and training drivers for
Bruincars Another large aspect of our committee is to
plan fundraiser logistics this process includes booking
venues creating posters overseeing finances and ensuring
everything runs smoothly Our committee is also
responsible for asset management which includes
running routine inventory checks in our Kerckhoff
basement locker and Neuroscience Research Building
Locker Lastly our committee keeps in close contact with
Pam Cysner our Sole Advisor as well as various other fiscal
advisors that help us navigate the grant application
processes
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FINANCE & LOGISTICS:

HIGHLIGHTS
Overview

This year the Finance and Logistics was able to secure over 9000 through the CAC Annual
Regular Fund This grant has been and continues to be used for a majority of APA s
expenses including longevity items BruinCar costs and hygiene kits This grant has served
as the foundation for APA s finances allowing us to plan for more immersive and interactive
community outreach events and organization in reach events
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Hygiene Kit Initiative

Finance and Logistics was able to continue the Hygiene Kit Initiative to help our local
communities During this initiative we were able to assemble 300 hygiene kits filled with
health essentials like hand sanitizer and masks alongside health education information
APA was able to pass out 100 of these kits at our first in person health fair of the year and
will continue to pass out more kits in future health fairs Currently we are looking into
creating more hygiene kits due to the success of our first distribution
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Fundraisers

Finance and Logistics also held two fundraisers this year We held our first virtual
fundraising event in which we raised over 350 This fundraiser was an Instagram Bingo
Board that allowed all of our members to participate in fun and fresh dares to help raise
money for APA We also had our first in person fundraiser since 2020 which raised over
145 In this fundraiser we sold beautiful baked goods from 85o C Bakery to hungry
students on Bruinwalk
.
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FINANCE & LOGISTICS MEMBER
SPOTLIGHTS
Cindy has such a positive energy in all F L activities
She always puts her best foot forward and is always
eager to help We really appreciate members who
are able to joyfully do the nitty gritty work that helps
this organization run smoothly We have loved
seeing her enthusiasm for APA grow over the course
of this year and we are excited to see how she can
continue to contribute to F L and APA as a whole
Thank you Cindy
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CINDY TROUNG

Kiku makes a great effort to participate in
committee and APA meetings alike She always
comes with a positive attitude and despite being a
first year member has gone above and beyond in
her work From her first meeting until now we have
seen Kiku grow in the way she serves on this
committee and how she serves her community
Thank you Kiku
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KIKU SHIRAKATA
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APA s Health Education committee is dedicated to
furthering the education of the API community on API
prevalent health issues by providing information regarding
API health in three formats outreach inreach and resources
By collaborating with community partners these resources
typically take the form of educational seminars general
member presentations and educational packets Our
committee s goal is to promote preventative health care and
motivate healthy lifestyles in the community that we serve
Health Education s goals this year are to prepare general
member presentations update health educational packets
create educational infographics about API prevalent health
issues and expand our target population by reaching out to
different API subpopulations
’
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Officers: Timothy Ho
Members: Eunsu Lee, Ryan Chang,
Cathy Lu, Amy Shimizu, Cecelia Niu,
Zheng Dong, Emily Ng, Jessie Hsu, Lily
Mayek, Mai Vy Dang, Menna Sun

TIMOTHY HO

HEALTH
EDUCATION
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HEALTH EDUCATION:

HIGHLIGHTS
Outreach

This past year the Health Education
committee was able to reach out to 40
new local communities of diverse
backgrounds seeking to expand APA s
partnerships by amount and by
population Communication for potential
health seminars are still in progress for
most of these new contacts but Health
Education is expected to have two to three
in person health seminars by the end of
the 21 22 school year
,
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In-reach

Resources

The Health Education committee was able
to finish updating the health education
packets Diabetes Eating Healthy Hepatitis
B Hypertension High Cholesterol Smoking
and Vision continuing the project that last
year s Health Education committee
undertook Health Ed also was able to
generate easy to read infographics that will
be posted on APA s website and printed to
view at health fairs In our last quarter
Health Ed will be working to remake the
health education packets by cleaning up
the current packets and making them more
disseminable
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Health Education was able to host several
health education presentations to further
the knowledge of undergraduate
members of APA Sub Committee A
presented a language workshop in which
APA s members practiced their respective
languages with other APA members and
also learned a few basic Mandarin phrases
Sub Committee B prepared a presentation
on the importance of exercise especially in
regard to negating risks of several
cardiovascular diseases and how essential
it is for the API population in particular
Sub Committee C taught APA s members
on social determinants of mental health
and how APA s members ought to
consider these social determinants when
navigating clients
.
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HEALTH EDUCATION MEMBER
SPOTLIGHT

Although Health Education is filled with
many many gifted members I would like to
dedicate this member spotlight to Mai Vy
Mai Vy has been an absolutely excellent
example of hard work dedication and care
for the API community often putting my own
example to shame Alongside serving as a co
leader to Sub Committee A Mai Vy has been
our primary translator for Vietnamese
translating the Health Ed packets into
Vietnamese yet also taking on assignments
from other committees to translate She has
been extremely eager to take on last minute
urgent assignments even if there is only less
than a week to turn it in As a freshman I see
great potential in Mai Vy as a member in APA
and more than that as a student set to make
her impact on UCLA and the API community
at large
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The Publicity and Activities P A
committee organizes APA s online
platforms intra organization socials
mentorship programs undergraduate and
graduate and professional development
workshops We have publicized our health
fairs and services to expand the scope of
APA s work in the community Currently
P A is continuously growing our social
connections within and outside our
organization
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Officers: Joanne Seung and Shirley
Zhu
Members: Alyssa Yeh, Josephine Lu,
Julissa Li, Mark Yamamoto, Michelle
Chan, and Raymond Kwon!

JOANNE
SEUNG

PUBLICITY &
ACTIVITIES
SHIRLEY
ZHU
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PUBLICITY & ACTIVITIES:

HIGHLIGHTS

Publicity

This past year APA has led recruitment as
well as started up their Instagram
growing it to 226 followers and posted 24
times in 2021 2022 keeping our fans
updated APA has also continuously
worked throughout the year on updating
their website for UCLA students APA s
clients and potential APA collaborators A
large goal for Publicity and Activities this
year was to expand their photo gallery in
order to showcase to the public how their
meetings health fairs and socials looked
like

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
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Socials and Workshops

Publicity and Activities is proud to
announce that even amongst the ongoing
struggle and uncertainty of COVID
19 hybrid learning most of APA s socials
and workshops were able to be held in
person safely P A was able to create 9
socials and 3 professional workshops this
year Socials included planting and
painting campus scavenger hunt game
nights hiking study nights and white
elephant Some of our professional
workshops included a career panel of
dental PA medical and nursing student
and even a private practice vs hospital
workshop Overall APA was extremely
active in promoting professional
development and social growth within
our organization
-
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ALYSSA YEH

Coming into the Publicity Activities
committee Alyssa was new to a lot of things
that was expected from the committee this
year particularly website and graphic design
However Alyssa was always up for the
challenge and willing to learn more Alyssa
has contributed a lot to our committee by
helping us create socials IG posts and come
up with professional workshop ideas We re
so proud of all of our committee members
and hope each and everyone of them
14
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REFERRALS

JEFFREY
HUYNH

Officers: Jeffrey Huynh
Members: Alexis Duke, Yvonne
Du, Matthew Tsai, Snigdha
Kotaru, Vanessa Su, Justin An,
Heather Chou, Alex Ma,
Stepheny Nguyen Le

The Referrals committee makes up one of the central
tenets of APA Health CARE s mission towards
improving access to health resources throughout the
Asian and Pacific Islander population We aim to help
our clients access long term health care by informing
them about insurance options and free low cost
local clinics Our members utilize their language
abilities to help our clients better access the
resources and services provided by clinics in their
area as well as assisting them with any questions on
insurance enrollment In addition we educate our
fellow APA members on insurance and cultural
competency so that we can tailor our interaction and
discussion with clients appropriately during health
fairs
15
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REFERRALS:

HIGHLIGHTS
Referral Forms

A great accomplishment that we made this year was the restructuring of our
approach to providing our clients with health related information during our health
fair events One such example is the transition towards a new format of our Referral
forms Due to many complications with the formatting of our documents we
switched our primary platform to Canva due to its centralized file sharing and
editing capabilities Additionally our clinic outreach protocol now exhibits an
extensive networking process to better communicate with our partner clinics
Lastly one of our Referrals committee members Alexis spearheaded a great
interactive survey to help our clients explore their health insurance options
according to their eligibility
.
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Partnering Clinics

Another success this past year is the continuation of our clinic visitations Due to the
COVID 19 pandemic our initial plans to get this project on its feet were put on a
pause This year we began to rekindle our relationships with our partner clinics so
that our clients who are referred to those locations will have a good experience
Thanks to the help of our rotating interns Tammy and Eunsu we drafted an
agreement form to help strengthen and develop our connection with these
partnering clinics This effort can potentially help our organization identify and
address the needs of our clients through low cost free health care services that are
located within the local area
.
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Alexis has been such an amazing member of our
Referrals committee as she is always ready to share
new ideas and help our organization grow from our
setbacks Alexis helped develop an intricate but user
friendly interactive survey for our clients to better
identify their options for health insurance plans based
on their eligibility This tool has helped encourage
many of our clients to consider a health insurance plan
that would tailor to their needs while also giving them
ownership over their health decisions
.
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